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of him personally until the foreign issue could be definitely solved.
Only then could Germany turn wholeheartedly to the struggle
for internal reform; till then any device would be justified. In
his memoranda of the period one can almost hear him arguing
against his own fears of the result of a race against time. He
admitted that the fact that agreement on a true coalition programme
was impossible under existing conditions was bringing the system
into contempt. Cabinet responsibility., he saw now, must be non-
existent until the coalition became as real as the parties that
composed it. To reform the system would require a great campaign
of education, but for that there was at the moment no time. The
new ministry was a solution of doubtful political efficacy, but
because it might gain time it would have to be tried.
In his view the new cabinet would be a "cabinet of personali-
ties"—the hoariest of all devices to conceal democrat ineptitude—
the personalities in which, being freed from the obligation to
withdraw from the cabinet because of any action against cabinet
measures of the parties to which ostensibly they belonged, would
develop a sort of peculiar sense of cabinet responsibility which
would serve for the moment. The reasoning was false as he him-
self saw. The cabinet must be responsible to someone; if it was
responsible only to the President it ceased to be a constitutional
cabinet—the foreshadowing of coining events is curious. If it was
responsible to parliament, it could not free itself thus from party
ties. A cabinet of personalities under the existing constitution
was fundamentally helpless; a cabinet of good party men mas-
querading as personalities was not only helpless but ridiculous.
The faulty reasoning was partly due to his sense of his own
position in the state. He, at least, was emphatically a personality.
If he had been returned as the sole member of a freak party he
would still have been a personality, a great foreign minister^ who
could still have extorted support even if party political basis was
lacking. But none of the others had the slightest chance of being
mistaken for personalities; to do them justice only a very few
of them ever made that mistake themselves. A cabinet of Strese-
manns might have gone on existing by sheer force of prestige,
but even such a cabinet would have been driven either to resign

